**Freshman English**  
Ms. Christensen

**Animal Farm**  
Test Review Sheet

**Characters Analysis:** You should be able to answer the following questions for each of the characters listed below.
  a. Describe the character  
  b. What is their role/purpose on the farm?  
  c. How do they feel about Animalism? How do you know?

- Mr. Jones  
- Mr. Frederick and Mr. Pilkington  
- Mr. Whymper  
- Old Major  
- Napoleon  
- Snowball  
- Squealer  
- Boxer  
- Clover  
- Mollie  
- Benjamin  
- Muriel  
- Bluebell and Jessie  
- The puppies  
- Moses  
- The cat  
- The sheep  
- The rats

**Comprehension Check:** You should be able to answer the following questions thoroughly.

1. Define Animalism. Whose teachings does it reflect?

2. Who are the most loyal animals?

3. What happens to the milk and apples?

4. What strategies do the humans use to combat Animalism?

5. What are the most significant events of the “Battle of the Cowshed”?

6. What is the controversy concerning the windmill?

7. Why does Snowball leave Animal Farm?

8. Why don’t the animals protest when Snowball is chased off the farm?

9. What are Boxer’s personal slogans? How do they reflect his character?

10. How do the Sunday Meetings change after Napoleon comes into leadership?
11. Why are the animals willing to allow the pigs to sleep in the farmhouse?

12. Why do the animals begin engaging in trade?

13. How does Snowball become the one to blame for everything on the farm?

14. What causes the hens to rebel? How successful are they?

15. Who is executed? Why? How do the other animals react?

16. Which of the Seven Commandments of Animalism change over the years?

17. How does Napoleon’s leadership style change over time?

18. What happens with the pile of timber and the bank notes?

19. How does Napoleon’s relationship with Mr. Pilkington and Mr. Frederick change over time? What causes the change?

20. What are the most significant events of the “Battle of the Windmill”?

21. Why do the pigs think Napoleon was dying?

22. What happens to Boxer after his fall?

23. How do the pigs react to Boxer leaving?

24. Why does Squealer take the sheep away for a week?

25. How did Mr. Pilkington feel about Animal Farm at the end of the story? Why?

26. Do you think Old Major would approve of how things have developed on Animal Farm? Why or why not?